From: Tom, KD0BCF
To: Scott, KC0OW
Cc: Des, KB8UYJ; Tom, N1FM; Mike, AE4FB
Sent: Sun, May 26, 2013

Early this morning at 2:01am, I received a phone call from Mikey saying mumbling something about the DNR list and then saying, "I never want to talk to you again."...he then hung up before I could say anything. What a nut job. I thought maybe FM forwarded my response to his latest production for AE4FB.com which went something like this...

Mikey sounds a little crazy when you listen objectively doesn't he???...lol...I love the part where he tells everyone to run short vox...then Scott tries to get a word in edge wise and tells Mikey he thought "we were running short vox"...then Mikey tells him to shut the F up. Classic.

At this point I really don't give a shit whether I talk to him again or not. What a self centered baby Mike Adams is; no matter how hard I tried to overlook his more than numerous flaws, he still manages to display his ass. From what I can tell, Mikey has chased off everyone and is is now down to maybe two or three hams that will tolerate his crap. They will eventually move on too. He's trying very hard to run off KXQ (Jim), Al hardly ever says a word...ever...I think he knows Mikey is nut too, Marky Pig is irrelevant with like 20w max out, Okie Scott knows the score...

Part 2

Uhhhhhh...my cat Tigger hit send before I was finished...really!

Anyway, I've come to except the fact that Mikey is a looney. I'm glad he's not going to talk to me anymore...that means my phone will quit ringing at 2am in the morning. Everyone should listen to the latest posting on AE4FB.com (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XybQG__Et04) and evaluate Mikey for themselves. His brain is obviously decaying. Mikey's bullying, his double standards, his paranoia, his whacked out conspiracy ideas...all on display. Why does ANYONE tolerate him? I have to ask myself why I tolerated him...I've known all of this for a long time but still tried to get along with him. It's impossible, I think his goal is to eventually run everyone off. I think he has some deep seated emotional problems that only a shrink might be able to help him with. By running everyone off, he will validate in some twisted way what his sickness is telling him is going on...if that makes any sense at all. He's a nut, he's old, his brain is dying, he's dying...the process is accelerating, aided by his unhealthy lifestyle choices that have been well documented.

Anyway, I did nothing to merit his rude phone call last night...nothing. I in fact turned off the noise about 30min before he called me. I'm over it, I've had enough. Mikey is a jerk off...N1FM...if in the future you need anyone to validate your side of the situation with Mikey...count me in. I've declined on numerous
occasions (as you know) to become involved on Mikey's behalf but at this
point...Mikey has pushed me to the point of accepting the truth...the reality of the
situation. I doubt you will ever need any "testimony" from me or help in anyway,
you seem a very able sort but I offer my support anyway just in case you do.
You've done a superb job of documenting Mikey's antics and they speak loudly
and convincing enough on there own. I know that you will continue to document
his abuses and outlaw behavior.

I just have to say in closing, I'm so sick of hearing Mikey's empty threats against
you. He reminds me of a wimpy kid on the playground getting the shit beat out of
him screaming, "I'm gonna kick your ass!"...sure he will.

"Some temptations are so great, it takes courage to succumb to them."...Oscar Wilde